The Benefits of Debate  
Why Supporting High School Debate is a Worthwhile Project

The core of competitive high school debate is to examine every side of important and controversial issues in an atmosphere of reasoned argument and respectful discourse. The enormous effort that students put forth to succeed in this intellectually exciting activity is truly inspiring. They devote a huge number of hours to research, discussion, case writing, and practicing for competitions. They spend countless evenings and weekends at tournaments competing for their schools and teammates. The benefits they accrue as a result of all their hard work are numerous. Here are just a few:

**Rigorous and Critical Thinking**
Perhaps the most important skill debaters learn is the ability to think rigorously and critically. A number of studies have reported that participation in debate increasing the critical thinking of debate students.¹ Debate participation promotes problem solving and innovative thinking, and helps students to build links between words and ideas that make concepts more meaningful.² Debate students are taught to synthesize wide bodies of complex information, and to exercise creativity and implement different ways of knowing.³ Learning to think well has far reaching effects into every aspect of a student’s life.

**Academic Skills**
Many studies show marked improvement in a wide variety of academic skills as a result of participation in competitive debate. Debate students excel in written and oral communication, and greatly improve their reading comprehension (sometimes 25% more than their peers).⁴ Students become comfortable with new concepts and unfamiliar language, and gain access to a wide array of new information such as college-level philosophy, history, public policy and current events.⁵ Perhaps most importantly, debaters become self-directed learners, allowing them to take control of their education experience and continue to learn throughout their lives.⁶ This makes competitive debate a particularly affective vehicle for gifted and talented education.⁷

**Mental and Emotional Maturity**
Debate requires students to engage serious subject matter in a mature and professional environment. Debate students show more maturity in the face of adversity and tend to develop stronger relationships with peers and mentors than the average student.⁸ Debate teaches students to recognize how others think, which improves their ability to cooperate and resolve conflicts.⁹ This makes debate one of the most successful vehicles for providing affective education to at-risk students.¹⁰ Ultimately, debate increases students’ self-confidence by helping to teach them the skills necessary to become competent adults.¹¹

**Academic and Occupational Achievement**
All of these skills ultimately lead debate students to notable academic achievement. Debate students consistently receive impressive grades throughout high school and college. The average debate team has a GPA of 3.75 (and it is often higher), and the average debate student is in the top 10% of his or her high school class.¹² Improvement in academic performance is common to all debate students, regardless of their level of academic achievement prior to joining the activity. Debate students also score better on the ACT and SAT than their peers,¹³ and are consistently admitted to prestigious post-secondary institutions.¹⁴ A stunning 98.58% of debate students attend college, and debate participation increases the chances of being offered college scholarships.¹⁵ Many debate students go on to earn advanced degrees.

Beyond their academic careers, debaters tend to enjoy success in the world of work. Many top corporate executives and high-ranking officials in all branches of government are former high school debaters.¹⁶ Debate students tend to become leaders in their schools and communities because they develop strong listening skills, tact, self-confidence, and often take on strong leadership roles within their teams.¹⁷ Finally, debate students tend to be politically active and have high levels of civic engagement. This is particularly true for women and students of color, because debate skills help to break down traditional barriers to civic engagement.¹⁸

All considered, it is not surprising that many students report that participation in competitive debate was the most educational and rewarding aspect of their high school careers.
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